
Our company is hiring for a senior support associate. Thank you in advance for
taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to
reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for senior support associate

Provide support and assistance to area personnel responding to inquiries
from participants, financial institutions and clients to ensure a high level of
service excellence
Act as a resource for the interpretation of group annuity contract provisions
and related benefit quotations
Provide responses to technical questions related to the claims and death
processing and other functions for the Single Premium block of business
Assist with the calculation of non standard items, which include lump sum
illustrations, benefit split calculations for Qualified Domestic Relations
Orders, and the calculation of premium adjustments resulting from
participant census corrections
Assist with the installation, set up and maintenance of the data bases
containing pertinent information for participants purchased under the Single
Premium group annuity contract
Understand and stay current with operational procedures
Maintain files in accordance with company business policies
Assist during heavy volume periods or in the partial daily absence of staff to
complete departmental processes in an accurate and timely manner to
minimize overtime
Monitor Fail reports / aged settlements
Research, respond and follow-up to more complex questions from other
Operations departments, branch offices and from management staff while
reducing the risk or increase efficiencies by suggesting process changes and
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Qualifications for senior support associate

Ensure issues are correctly assigned and client calls/portal issues are
addressed within pre-defined resolution timeframes and details entered in
SFDC
Optimize the turnaround time for technical, installation and monitoring issues
Perform installations for new properties/ upgrades as required
Prioritize issues entered via the client portal or via e-mail
Adhere to the defined internal and external escalation metrics
Understand how features of new releases can benefit client


